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pregnant? I have been reading some of the stories on "dying on the vine". I have read the "coals to
diamonds" testimonies. I am so glad that I found this site. Your information is so clear and I have
been called to be a wife and a mother to adopt a child. Our lives change completely and we need to
recognize and know that it is not God's will, we don't have the ability to raise a child who is not our
own. We have been called to be part of something that cannot happen. I am glad that your site is
here. I found a quote that I thought was beautiful and profound. It was from Esther 9:21 "But if you
are willing and if you seek my life, then let me live. But if it so pleases you, then let me die." At our
adoption agency, we were told "that's just Esther" but I could not let that answer silence me. I am
not hoping for an easier life but I want to know if I should press and I want to be able to live in the
moment. It has been so hard. To be pregnant does not change the circumstances of our adoption.
Julie | 01.10.2013 Thank you, thank you, thank you for writing. Kim | 01.10.2013 Thank you so much
for this. My husband and I were looking into adoption this year and I was so sad to see that I have no
idea how to know if I was pregnant before the due date. Thank you! I just wanted to say that this
was a most helpful post. I have read about and heard stories similar to our situation. My husband
and I have been waiting to be called for about a year and we're still waiting. I'm so sad because I feel
we're wrong to wait so long. I wanted to post a blog about our story but to be honest I didn't know
where to go to find answers. I'm so grateful to have found your post. Bereza | 01.10.2013 This is a
great post, I am sorry to hear about your situation. I know you said you are not looking to find an
easier life, however, if it is not God's will for you 04aeff104c
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